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ABSTRACT

Values based education is currently a concern in the development of contemporary education. Some schools have applied indoor or outdoor values education. Outdoor education is an interesting option since students may directly interact with the environment. This article aims at introducing values based nature school learning model in one of early childhood nature schools in Indonesia. Employing Miles and Huberman’s analysis model, this case study research is conducted interactively and continuously to obtain an overview of values based learning model applied in the school. The research results show that learning plan consists of one-year activities program in spider web shaped format; semester plan, weekly plan, and daily plan. Values education learning is conducted with real and direct activities application, modelling, and habituation. All activities of values education learning is conducted with integrated thematic learning model in all of educational activities. The evaluation system is with authentic assessment approach. Learning outcome is evaluated in five processes, consisting of daily evaluation, weekly evaluation, quarterly evaluation, semester evaluation and annual evaluation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Referring to [1] an expert and activist of values education with his LVEP (living values education program) program, it is described that the world is currently facing life values crisis. This crisis includes, among others, weak peace, appreciation, love, tolerance, honesty, modesty, cooperation, happiness, responsibility, simplicity, freedom and unity. The cause of the value crisis is because values of universal life are not be the main grip and not implemented in the human life. To break the chain of value crisis regeneration needed a value education process that can motivate and build awareness, as well as create the practice of universal life values in daily life.

The condition and reality of the problem are not implementing the value in of life as described above because learning practices tend to be very strong in emphasizing aspects of knowledge. While aspects of attitude and skills do not get adequate reinforcement [2]. According to [3], knowledge is continuously obtained personally and through experience in the environment. Various learning practices in the context of educational values have been presented in the world of education with various patterns or models. These models derived from the same anxiety about the crisis of values as the above explanation while referring to the situation and condition as well as their locality. The existing models continue to inspire educational researchers and practitioners to continually find appropriate and contextual formulations as guidelines for implementing learning by basing on existing best practices carried out by educational institutions. So that efforts are needed to find and build various formulas of value education learning models for early childhood that have been practiced by early childhood education institutions with their specificities, uniqueness, and locality. Therefore, nature based continuous education may become an option [4].

According to [5] and [6], interaction with nature may develop students’ values. The reason is that such interaction and experience gained may provide students with wide opportunity to develop their personal knowledge and development [4], encourage their sense of responsibility [7], and environmental care [8].

Education is an effort to provide students with knowledge, since education is given to promote a change in behaviour and to provide citizen with competencies required for sustainable life. Nature school may become part of formal education of all levels [9], one of which is early childhood education level. According to [10], many people are currently interested in outdoor learning, since it does not only develop students’ cognitive skills, but also their physical and psychological skills [11].

Value education must be done from an early age as the most fundamental phase in human life. Early age as the phase of golden age from human life must be utilized as optimal as possible because it will never be repeated throughout the span of human life. According to Montessori the child's brain is very easy to accept and absorb (absorbent mind). In addition, early childhood is seen as a critical period and sensitive period in all stages of child development. This condition of early childhood will be more open to learning certain behaviours and can learn specific skills more easily [12]. If this period does not get the right stimulation of learning, it is certain that the child's growth and development will experience obstacles and even failures. Therefore, it is necessary to formulate an appropriate
learning model in accordance with the characteristics of early childhood development so that the strengthening of value education can be successful.

With regard to the effort to find values education learning model for early childhood, Taman Kanak-Kanak Sekolah Alam Baturaden (TK SABar) is an interesting early childhood institution to be studied with its learning model located in and integrated with a forest area. Based on initial research in the nature school, the universal values education for early childhood students is typical and unique compared with those of other early childhood institutions. Among its typicality and uniqueness, this Kindergarten is located in Baturaden resin tree forest area with its building in the form of gazebo integrated with forest environment; its learning activities are performed in an open environment around resin tree forest of Perhutani Baturaden and other learning objects are in surrounding social environment.

Learning in TK SABar is, both in theme implementation and process aspects, always directly associated with real and direct life in open environment. Therefore, learning is truly based on real experience in integration with the nature. The learning process is able to educate students of such life values; for example, when a student is having lunch during break, a cat comes approaching, and he/she spontaneously give some of his/her rice and side dish to the cat. Questioned about why he/she gives the food to the cat, the student answers: “poor it...just let it eat too...it’s hungry...we should share some with animals...” while his/her hand petting the cat. This conforms to the opinion of [13] that interaction with the nature may support imaginative play and positive relationship development.

It is interesting to study about reality of values education for early childhood in TK SABar as explained above in order to formulate a learning model to be taken as practical reference for values education for early childhood. Besides, it is naturally interesting to perform this study as an effort to reveal the substance of direction of learning process and result as genuine local product with its best practice in application of learning model in integration with the nature.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

This case study research is conducted with Taman Kanak-Kanak Sekolah Alam Baturaden (TK SABar). This research was conducted by exploring and describing existing reality in the community of TK SABar along with its learning dynamics and activities.

Observation, interview and documentation are conducted to collect the data. Observation was carried out by observing teaching and learning activities from children coming to school until back to home to get information about children's learning activities, especially related to the learning process of values, patterns of interaction that are built, situations and conditions of teaching and learning activities, learning atmosphere that is built in TK SABar, and its learning evaluation system. Interviews were conducted to find out the basic thinking of selecting a nature-based learning models, curriculum developed, management of institutions, networks that were built. In the documentation study, researchers will explore information from documents owned by TK SABar. Documents that will be used as data sources include TK SABar profile documents, student master books, child learning progress reports, learning planning documents (semester program, RPPM, and RPPH), teacher data documents, school organizational structure documents, photographs of TK SABar activities, children's work, and other related documents.

The data are analyzed using Miles and Huberman’s analysis model [14], namely: data reduction, data display, conclusion drawing and verification. Activities in qualitative data analysis are conducted interactively and continuously until completion during data collection and after data collection within certain period, until no new data or information are collected.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TK SABar takes is indoor and outdoor learning environmental settings. For indoor setting, class building is called Saung (gazebo). Saung is a place of learning semi-permanently constructed from wood. This saung is integrated with forest environment. According to the research conducted by [15], nature school provides students and teachers with opportunity to interact and study by eliminating spatial boundary. By integrating indoor and outdoor learning, TK SABar conforms to [16]'s opinion that outdoor learning may, besides developing positive attitude towards oneself, others and environment, also grow positive attitude towards indoor learning.

![Figure 1 Saung’s TK SABar in Forest Environment](image)

3.1. Learning and Education System

The basic principle of learning system implementation is to provide the best environment to drive children’s both motoric and mental-psychological developments. The nature serves to be a true teacher that gives much knowledge in every place and occurrence. TK SABar's learning principles are: (a) Students learn under responsible freedom; (b) Students may develop their curiosity & creativity, students learn happily since learning is a necessity; (c) Learning with fun learning, free learning & experimental learning methods; (d) Students serve to be center of class.

The learning methods applied by TK SABar are, among others: (a) Exemplary/ giving applicable example; habituation: “practice makes perfect” without burdening; (b) Outing & Research: Observe natural condition and
phenomena. As in [17]’s study nature school guides skill practice which may build an understanding of the nature and associate it with human; (c) Out-bound: playing/ height attraction/ low impact, tracking (cross-country) and caving in order to shape students’ mentality. Nature school in its practice performs exploration and discovery using all senses [18]. The research conducted by [19] also shows that nature school influences students’ mental health and physical activities.

3.2. Nature Based Values Education Learning Model

TK SABar’s curriculum structure is formed in a Spider Web shape with its center in the form of theme learned and branches as spread materials. Spider Web is then detailed into semester plan, weekly plan and daily plan. The theme covered in learning includes five contents: Moral Theology (Akidah Akhlak) & Leadership: Introduce and instill akhlakul karimah (noble character); Logic & Creativity: Stimulate logical thinking ability and develop creativity; Talents & Life Skill: Explore and facilitate students’ interests and talents as the base to choose specific abilities & develop their life skills; Communication & Social Skill: Train students’ ability to socialize, communicate and adapt with peers and surrounding people; Self Help & Physical: Train independence & self-assistance as well as physical-motoric abilities. Theme here means natural environment, with theme given may develop children’s five contents. Nature knowledge may develop their knowledge of Islam, noble attitude (akhlaq), and understanding of human’s role in good nature management. The theme given may develop students’ logical thinking ability of the law of cause and effect in the nature and creative thinking to take a role in environmental issue. The activities may develop students’ life skills and talents. In addition, the social environment encourages their social and communication skills. All of TK SABar’s activities are performed under ‘learning while playing principle’, which may encourage students’ independence and their physical-motoric development. The method which used on learning process as nature learning consist of: learning with nature by using the potential of natural resources; learning with nature involving culture or local wisdom; learning by exploration the nature; study by experiment the nature; and learning by outing. Compared with [20]’s environment based learning model, it is education held in environment and for environment, education associated with social issue, action oriented and critics. This conforms to TK SABar’s model which contains creativity and logic components as well as talent and life skill.

Learning activities in the nature school of TK SABar involve learning in the classroom and outside the classroom. This is learning done in Saung.

Learning that is done outdoors is adapted to the theme in the learning program. The following is a picture of outdoor student activities.

3.3. Learning Implementation or Activity

The essence of values education of nature school is its learning implementation. Nature based learning applied by TK Alam Baturaden is based on the National Curriculum enriched with nature school’s curriculum, which is not merely outdoor learning, but also learning while utilizing anything existing in the nature while associating them with Al-Qur’an and Hadist. Nature based learning takes learning while playing as its principle, in which playing is children’s world, so that they will get to have an understanding quickly [21].

Spiritual value is one value education instilled in TK SBar. Interaction in the nature activity is always associated with Al-Quran and Hadist. Referring to [22] proposes that experience cannot be divided into physical and spiritual parts, since human always views issues from physical object. Therefore, in TK SBar, knowledge and experience are obtained through observing objects to be associated with spiritual perspective.

Anything around us, if we want, may be learned, in which we can recognize anything in the nature. When we are sensitive enough, the nature actually teaches us many things. Nature based learning is to maximize what Allah has created in our surrounding. Nature school eliminates class physical constraint and pedagogic constraint in national
curriculum, since it provides flexible and responsive learning environment [15].

3.4. Learning Evaluation System

Evaluation is an activity performed by class facilitator (teacher) to observe to what extent students’ understanding of certain theme, subtheme and material is. Evaluation is implemented with authentic assessment approach. Authentic assessment is performed as a learning assessment referring to a situation or context in real world. In a learning process, authentic assessment measures, monitors and assesses all learning outcome aspects (covering cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains), either perceptible as final outcome of a learning process or in the form of change in and development of activities, and the outcome of both indoor and outdoor learning processes. Evaluation is performed as an integral part of indoor learning, reflection of real world, using many measures, methods, criteria, both comprehensive and holistic. This evaluation is performed in some aspects, namely: performance task, deliverable, activity, personality and attainment. In addition, daily evaluation is also performed by parents at home using connecting book. Connecting book serves to be a media for parents to give information of the development of children’s activities at home, such as reading Al-Qur’an, recitation, Dhuha prayer, and achievement at home. For example, a teacher writes in connecting book; “Alhamdulillah, the child recognizes colors well. What parents should do at home is to accompany the child to learn coloring with correct color choice”, and from such note, parents are to accompany and guide the child and the results are to be written in connecting book as feedback as well as follow-up to teacher’s note.

4. CONCLUSION

Values education learning in nature school of TK SABar is applied through combining learning with indoor (saung) and outdoor in the nature, on a rational base: first, it serves to implement religious orders; second, deconstruction of conventional educational system and practice; third, a new flow of alternative education which conforms to students’ and environment’s condition and context. Learning plan consists of one-year activities program referred to as long term plan, designed in a spider web shaped format; semester plan, weekly plan and daily plan. Anything taught are arranged in the frame of local wisdom with integrated thematic learning model covering all aspects developed, learning method, school’s physical environment, interaction situation created between all educational elements, and exemplary aspect as the most effective media in values inheritance.
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